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ABSTRACT

Eye injuries are common in forward areas of operations. Definitive diagnosis and care may be limited not by provider skill but rather by available equipment. The ability to treat simple trauma such as corneal foreign bodies at the Role 1 level has advantages including rapid return to duty, decreased cost of treatment, and, most important, decreased risk of delayed care. We propose the device such as a hand-held portable slit lamp should be made available for appropriate Special Operations Medical Forces (SOFMED) or aviation providers.
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Introduction

Combat aviation is often a critical component of the fifth “SOF truth”: SOF often need non-SOF support. Illnesses and injuries that compromise mission success warrant prioritized attention to minimize downtime. For example, an embedded corneal foreign body in a pilot is likely a grounding event because it is visually debilitating. It may require transfer to the nearest higher level facility with ophthalmology care and equipment capacity which lengthens the down period. This report will discuss the management of a corneal foreign body (FB) using a handheld portable slit lamp at a Role 1 flight line aid station in theater. We will also examine the likely “pros and cons” of providing such equipment to skilled aviation and SOF medics in forward and austere environments.

Case Presentation

A 25-year-old U.S. military aviator presented to the flight line aid station with complaints of left eye pain and irritation and inability to sleep following a mission. He reported no known injury and no blast or environmental exposures, and he was wearing protective eyewear associated with his usual flight equipment. His past medical history was negative for systemic or ophthalmic disease. Visual acuity was 20/15 OU, pupils were round and reactive OU with no afferent pupillary defect, and tonometry was not available. The ocular adnexa were normal bilaterally with no evidence of injury, laceration, or foreign bodies. With use of a handheld slit lamp (Figure 1), the left cornea was examined. A sub-1-mm-diameter embedded foreign body was identified at the 12 o’clock position in the mid-periphery 3mm from the limbus (Figure 2). It was at approximately 25% depth within the cornea stroma. (Depth perception is facilitated because the user views the target with both eyes through the slit lamp beam via the loupe lens.) We irrigated the cornea using sterile saline and an 18-gauge angiocatheter but were unable to dislodge the foreign body. Visualizing the eye using the slit lamp, we were able to safely lift the foreign body free of the corneal stroma. The eye was Seidel negative and vision was 20/15 both before and after the procedure. (The Seidel test uses fluorescein dye placed on a suspected injured eye to visualize a possible stream of anterior chamber aqueous humor, which

Figure 1 The Eilodon Hand Held Slit Lamp Model 510LS (Loupe System).
would indicate an open globe.) Erythromycin ophthalmic ointment was placed into the eye, and the patient was seen the following morning, when fluorescein staining did not reveal an epithelial defect. The aviator was cleared for flight.

**Technical Specifications**

Eidolon’s Hand Held Slit Lamp Model 510LS (Loupe System) provided an excellent view of the cornea and anterior chamber. It is available with quick-change, color-coded loupes (lenses) that snap in and out of a specially designed housing. This enables increases in magnification from ×5 to ×15. The Model 510LS comes standard with 20D (×5) and 40D (×10) loupes. A 60D (×15) loupe is available as an option. The device provides several hours of use with two “AA” batteries. It weighs approximately 8 oz and has a suggested retail price of $495. This compares well with older designs (such as the Haag-Streit BA-904 “hand-held” portable slit lamp) that, although portable, are too large and heavy for use in austere settings. For example, the SL-15 Kowa portable device has an advantage over traditional table-mounted systems, but at 28 oz with an additional 44 oz charging stand, the net 4.5 lb device is again not practical for SOFMED applications. Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate the ease of use by our medic for anterior segment evaluation. Figure 4 clearly shows the slit lamp illumination of the cornea.

Our experience as eye surgeons (R.W.E. and C.J.C.) in austere deployed environments demonstrates the utility of these devices. We encourage the availability of a hand-held portable slit lamp for SOFMED teams. The rationale for this recommendation follows.

**Implications for Aviation Medicine and SOFMED**

“The National Guard has extensive capabilities that are impossible to attain in active duty units, largely because its citizen Soldiers bring their civilian expertise in addition to their military occupational specialties.” The experiences of BG Enzenauer as a Special Forces battalion flight surgeon deployed to Afghanistan proved that emergency eye care and surgery as provided for Allied, Coalition, and host nationals built significant rapport and trust. This is in keeping with the Special Forces “winning the hearts and minds” philosophy, and this quote is also fitting for combat aviation (the 1-135th ARB is a Missouri Army National Guard AH-64 unit). It is our opinion that pushing the highest skill level forward by both “man and machine” is just as critical for combat aviation mission success. Given the extent, nature, and incidence of ocular trauma in recent conflicts, it is that apparent that military medical providers must continue to transition from the boundaries of what is possible to better mirror the standard of civilian care.2,3 We (R.W.E. and C.J.C.) are willing to teach any SOFMED and aviation providers who are willing to learn and demonstrate proficiency. We are developing advanced nonlive tissue derived skills simulators for corneal injury, open globe, and orbital compartment syndrome and expect to have prototypes available at the 2014 Special Operations Medical Association Scientific Assembly and Exhibition (SOMSA).
Ocular trauma is, of course, difficult to assess, and the best plan is often to transport the Servicemember rearward when possible. The detection of globe laceration is certainly facilitated by slit lamp examination compared with a nonmagnified image. When the clinical scenario suggests risk of open globe (blast injury, improvised explosive device, shrapnel, lack of eye protection), a brief but accurate examination is also key to proper management. A Fox or rigid shield should be placed and the casualty evacuated for definitive diagnosis and treatment as a vision-threatening injury. Terrorist-orchestrated blast injuries often have glass fragments presenting as an intraocular foreign body (IOFB). Compared with civilian IOFB cases, military personnel are at greater risk for IEDs as the cause. This is associated with a delay of accurate diagnosis due to lack of specialty care and equipment. We believe our medics can succeed in diagnosing eye trauma when given the proper instrumentation.

In forward positions, if you did not bring it, you do not have it (Figure 5). Every ounce of weight carried into austere environments is critical for SOFMED personnel. However, the common incidence of eye injury and disease argues for the supply of equipment that can match the skill set of our medics. While not reasonable for every medic’s bag, we argue that the 18D, Seal Team Corpsman, civil affairs medical officer, and flight medic should have the option to include a portable slit lamp such as the device described here. The training needed to master such a device is 10 to 15 minutes, and we (R.W.E. and C.J.C.) have successfully transferred skills to physicians and medics at Special Operations Medical Association (SOMA) 2013 on the Eilodon portable slit lamp.

To that end, two of us (R.W.E. and C.J.C.) offered ophthalmology skills transfer lecture and laboratory exercises at the annual meeting of SOMA 2012. We intend to provide this training biannually at a minimum at SOMA. Ideally, this would expand to the curriculum at JSOMTC and SOCMSSC. Advanced skills are readily mastered when there is a low instructor-to-student ratio and the emphasis is on hands-on performance of the technique on a live patient. The 18Ds and other SOFMED personnel therefore are able to demonstrate competency in slit lamp examinations before deployment.

Simple eye trauma such as embedded FBs involving less than 50% stromal thickness can safely be removed with use of the slit lamp. Our experience in Task Force Reaper resulted in an aviator returning to duty with no delay before next scheduled mission. We also assessed and treated other conditions including conjunctivitis and possible iritis and flight physicals. The ability to diagnose accurately in the field prevents both the expense and, more important, the risk of referral and transport to the next higher role facility. Timely definitive care also lowers costs by preventing more expensive specialist care needed as a problem worsens in theater. Given the expense invested in training our SOF and aviation communities, a strong argument can be made for a $495 purchase that will surely yield return on investment after the first successful use in Role 1 aid stations.
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